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if you import a reference and the reference data cannot be found in endnote, endnote will create a new record in the library with the name of the reference in angle brackets in the title
field with the reference attached to the record. endnote will not yet be able to automatically create a new record for the pdf. if you attach a pdf that has a doi (for the case when the pdf is

not text searchable), you can do a reference update and endnote will be able to search for the reference data (on the pc, select the item in the library (highlight it), click the references
menu, then find reference updates). you can move records between libraries in endnote. there are no limitations to the number of records you can move. however, after you move a

record, any new references you attach will be to the new library. if you also delete a record from the new library, the references will be lost and the references that were in that library will
no longer be available to you. you can also automatically create a new record for the pdf if it does not have a doi (for the case when the pdf is not text searchable). in the reference update

section, if you select the field for the doi number, enter the doi number. if you do not enter the doi number, endnote will not automatically create a new record for the pdf. you can
highlight and add comments in pdfs using endnote's pdf viewer. you can also highlight and add comments using the computer's pdf viewer. comments added using adobe acrobat are

viewable by endnote's pdf viewer and vice versa. pop-up notes can be added to highlighted text in endnote's viewer or in adobe acrobat; the highlighted text when viewed in endnote's
viewer does not show that there is a comment, however, double-clicking the highlighting will display the pop-up note.
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to add a reference to your library: find the reference in your text. you can open a reference from a word document, a pdf, from a file on your computer or other sources. for example, you
can type the name of the reference into a the search box in endnote or locate it in the browser. select the reference and click the arrow next to the down arrow in the endnote toolbar and
choose add to endnote library. this will place a button in the toolbar with the reference's name. to add a new reference to your library: in the library toolbar, select add to library. this will

place a button with the reference's name and the reference's text in the toolbar. open the source document (word, pdf, etc.) where you want to store the reference. find the reference and
click the arrow next to the down arrow in the endnote toolbar and choose add to endnote library. this will place a button in the toolbar with the reference's name. to attach a file to a

reference: select the reference from your library. you can click the arrow next to the down arrow in the endnote toolbar and choose add to endnote library. this will place a button with the
reference's name in the toolbar. open the source document (word, pdf, etc.) where you want to store the reference. find the reference and click the arrow next to the down arrow in the
endnote toolbar and choose attach to endnote library. to print a reference: select the reference from your library. you can click the arrow next to the down arrow in the endnote toolbar
and choose print or print to pdf. this will place a button with the reference's name in the toolbar. open the source document (word, pdf, etc.) where you want to store the reference. find

the reference and click the arrow next to the down arrow in the endnote toolbar and choose print or print to pdf. 5ec8ef588b
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